The __, or buffalo is the state mammal
The state motto is Latin for "To the __ through difficulties"
Railroads brought modernization and increased __ with the east
Growers of cattle, __, soybeans, hogs, and com
Settlers' and government pressure led to attacks by __ Americans
The __ and Santa Fe pioneer trails crossed Kansas in the mid-1800s
The native tribes included the Kansa, Osage and __
The capital city, near the northeast corner of the state
Pioneer female aviator Amelia __ was born in Atchison
M. Sunflower is the __ point in the state at 4,039 feet elevation
The geographic center of the lower 48 states is near the town of __
The Kansas Turnpike connects __ and Topeka
Clyde Cessna and William Lear built their __ companies in Kansas
Bordered by __, Nebraska, Missouri, and Oklahoma
Overplowing for WWII food production led to the ___ of the 1930s
In 1540, Coronado was impressed at the quality of the potential ___
Kansas means "south wind people" in the native __
Rivers: Kansas, Republican, Smoky Hill, Arkansas, ___
Wichita was the first location of the world-famous pizzeria, ___ ___
Hutchinson is known as ___ due to world-record salt deposits
Kansas.__ as a non-slave state added to pre-Civil War tension
Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson tried to keep the peace in ___ ___
The very tall state flower with the ability to follow the sun
Kansas is famous for extreme weather like hail and __
WWII General and 34th President, Dwight D. ___ grew up in Abilene
Became the __ state on January 29, 1861
The state song, where the deer and the antelope play
Industries: __ equipment, food processing, printing, machinery
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